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Let k be an algebraically closed field, and A bc a finite dimensional 
associative k-algebra with an identity. By an A-module is always meant a 
right finitely generated A-module. Following [25] (see also [16]), a 
module T, is called a tilting module provided the following conditions are 
satisfied : 
(Tl) Ext;(T, -)=O. 
(T2) Ext;(T, T)=O. 
(T3) The number of non-isomorphic indecomposable summands of 
T, equals the rank of the Grothendieck group K,(A) of A. 
Given a finite quiver A without oriented cycles, an algebra A is called an 
iterated tilted algebra of type A [2] if there exists a sequence of algebras 
A = A,, A 1) . ..) A,,,, where A, is the path algebra of A, and a sequence of 
tilting modules T>, (0 < i < m) such that A, + , = End T>, and every 
indecomposable A ,-module satisfies either Hom,J T’, M) = 0 or 
Exta,( T’, M) = 0. If m < 1, A is called a tilted algebra of type A [25]. 
The representation theory of iterated tilted algebras was proved to be 
closely related to that of a class of symmetric algebras, namely, the trivial 
extension algebras; see [3,4, 18, 27, 291. Recently, they were also shown to 
arise naturally in the study of the derived category of a finite dimensional 
algebra; see [23, 24, 71. Iterated tilted algebras of type A, where the under- 
lying graph of A is a Dynkin diagram, were studied in [ 1, 2, 8, 223, and the 
iterated tilted algebras of Euclidean type A,,, (m 3 1) were classified in [S]. 
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Further, a complete description of the representation-infinite iterated tilted 
algebras of Euclidean type was given in [7]. 
The purpose of this article is to present a characterisation of the 
representation-finite iterated tilted algebras of Euclidean type n’, or E, 
(n 24, p = 6, 7, or 8). We first recall the following definitions. A (not 
necessarily representation-finite) algebra A is called simply connected if it is 
triangular (that is, its ordinary quiver has no oriented cycles) and, for any 
presentation A %&9/Z of A as a bound quiver algebra, the fundamental 
group of the bound quiver (Q, I) (in the sense of [21, 301) is trivial; see 
[6]. A representation-finite algebra A is simply connected if and only if it 
is simply connected in the sense of [ 151. It was shown in [l] that iterated 
tilted algebras of Dynkin type are simply connected and in [6] that an 
iterated tilted algebra of Euclidean type is simply connected if and only if 
it is of type fi,, or E,. Let now A be an algebra of finite global dimension, 
and S( 1 ), . . . . S(n) be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of 
simple A-modules. The (homological) quadratic form qa of A is the form 
on the Grothendieck group K,,(A) with matrix K~ = [K~]~ Gr,,Gn given by 
K, = 1 (- 1)‘ dim, Ext,>(S(i), S(j)). 
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This sum is actually finite due to our hypothesis on A. It follows from [25] 
that, if A is iterated tilted of Dynkin (respectively, Euclidean) type, then qA 
is positive definite (respectively semidelinite of corank one). We may now 
state :
THEOREM. Let A be a representation-finite, basic, and connected finite 
dimensional k-algebra. Then A is an iterated tilted algebra of Euclidean type 
6, or iE, if and only if it is simply connected and its quadratic form is 
positive semidefinite of corank one. 
Our proof uses essentially the description of the representation-infinite 
iterated tilted algebras of Euclidean type in [7]. As applications, we show 
that a representation-finite algebra is iterated tilted of Dynkin type if and 
only if it is simply connected and its quadratic form is positive definite, a 
result also obtained by Happel (private communication), and that any full 
convex subcategory of an iterated tilted algebra of Euclidean type is itself 
an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin or Euclidean type. 
The article is organised as follows. We shall recall in Section 1 some of 
the results needed in the sequel, and in Section 2 the notion of branch 
enlargement of a tame concealed algebra. Section 3 is devoted to some 
preparatory lemmas on one-point extensions and Section 4 to the proof of 
our main theorem. Finally, Section 5 contains the stated applications. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notations 
We recall that a quiver Q is defined by its set of vertices Q, and its set 
of arrows Q, . A relation from a vertex x to a vertex y is a linear combina- 
tion p = C,“=, ~,z,u;, where, for each 1 Q j < m, 2, is a non-zero scalar, and 
~1, is a path of length at least two from x to y. p is called a zero-relation 
(respectively, a commutativity relation) whenever m = 1 (respectively, 
m = 2). The set of all relations on Q generates an ideal Z in the path algebra 
kQ of Q. The pair (Q, I) is then called a bound quiver. If Z= 0, the quiver 
is called free. 
We shall usually assume that an algebra A is basic and connected. In this 
case, there exists a connected bound quiver (QA , I) and an isomorphism 
A % kQ,/Z; see [20]. We shall denote by mod A the category of finitely 
generated right A-modules and by D = Hom,(-, k) the usual duality in 
mod A. We shall use freely properties of the Auslander-Reiten translations 
t = D Tr and r-’ = Tr D and the Auslander-Reiten quiver Za of A, for 
which we refer to [ 10,20, 331. For a vertex i of QA, we denote by e, the 
corresponding primitive idempotent of A, by S(i) the corresponding simple 
A-module, and by Z’(i) (respectively, Z(i)) the projective cover (respectively, 
the injective hull) of S(i). The dimension-uector of a module M, is the vector 
dim M= (dim, Hom,(P(i), M)),,,oAJO in K,(A) and its support Supp A4 
is the full subquiver with vertex set {in (QA)OI Hom,(P(i), M) #O>. 
Further, M is called sincere if Supp M = QA and multiplicity-free if 
dim, Hom,(P(i), M) < 1 for all in (QA)O. Also, we recall from [ 151 that a 
bound quiver algebra A = kQ/Z can equivalently be considered as a 
k-category, of which the object class A, is the set Q,, and the set of 
morphisms A(x, y) from x to y is the quotient of the vector space kQ(x, y) 
of all linear combinations of paths in Q from x to y by the subspace 
Z(x, F) = In kQ(x, y). A full subcategory C of A is called c0nue.x if any 
path in A with source and target in C lies entirely in C. We shall need the 
following simple lemma :
LEMMA. Let A be an algebra of finite global dimension and C be a full 
convex subcategory of A. Then qc is the restriction of qA to K,,(C). 
Proof It follows from a well-known argument that, for any two 
C-modules M and N, we have Ext”,(M, N) % Ext”,(M, N) (s >, 0). 
1.2. Tilting Theorv 
Let A be an algebra, TA a tilting module, and B = End T,. Then TA 
defines a torsion theory (Y-, 9) in mod A and a torsion theory (3, 94) in 
mod B as follows: 
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T-F(T)= (M,)Extf,(Z’,M)=O), 
F==(T)= {M,IHom,(T,M)=O} 
T-=%(T)= {N,IN@, T=O}, 
JY=~?Y(T)= {N,ITorf(N, T)=O}. 
Moreover , B T is a tilting (left) B-module with A z End B T and we have 
equivalences Y S 0 3, F s 3. Furthermore, the quadratic forms qA and qe 
or, equivalently, their matrices kA and tig are Z-congruent, that is, there 
exists a matrix x E GL,(Z) such that rcB = $K.~ x. In this case, we shall write 
qa w qB; see [ 16,251. 
We shall need the following property, known as the connecting lemma 
(see [ 12, 251) : let P be an indecomposable projective A-module which is 
not a summand of T,, then we have an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
mod B: 
0 + Hom,( T, I) + E, + Exta( T, P) + 0, 
where I is the injective hull of P/rad P. The canonical sequence of the 
middle term in the torsion theory (9?, a) is 
Useful examples of tilting modules are the APR-tilting modules [9] 
defined as follows: to each sink i of QA, we associate the tilting module 
T,=zp’P(i)O(O,+, P(j)). In this case, the torsion theory (Y, 9) is 
splitting. If moreover Ext:(-, P(i)) =O, then (3, 3Y) is also splitting; see 
WI. 
The dual notion of a tilting module is that of a cotilting module: a 
module TA is called a cotilting module if it satisfies (T2), (T3), and 
(Tl’) Ext;((, T) = 0. 
Two algebras A and B are tilting-cotifting equivalent (see [S]) if there 
exist a sequence of algebras A = A,, A,, . . . . A,,, = B and a sequence of 
modules T>, (0 d i < m) such that A, + 1 = End T>, and T’ is either a tilting 
or a cotilting module. It follows from [24] that an algebra A is iterated 
tilted of type A if and only if A and kA are tilting-cotilting equivalent. 
We shall need the characterisation of tilted algebras by means of their 
complete slices. Let A be an algebra. A set Y of non-isomorphic indecom- 
posable A-modules is called a complete slice in mod A (see [33, (4.2)]) if 
the following conditions are satisfied : 
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(1) @ ME ,V M, is a sincere module. 
(2) If M,+M,+ ... +M, is a sequence of non-zero non- 
isomorphisms in mod A, with M,, M, E ,4”, then M, E Y for all 0 < j < m. 
(3) If 0 -+ L + M + N + 0 is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
mod A, then at most one of L and N lies in Y. Furthermore, if an 
indecomposable summand of M lies in 9, then either L or N lies in Y. 
It is known that, if H is hereditary, T, is a tilting module with 
A=End T,, then the set of all indecomposable A-modules of the form 
Hom,( T, I), with I indecomposable injective, is a complete slice in mod A. 
Conversely, if Y is a complete slice in mod A, then the module 
TA=OMsv M (called the slice module of 9) is a tilting module with 
H = End T, hereditary and thus Y is of the previous form; see [25, (7.2); 
33, 4.2)]. 
1.3. One-Point E.xtensions and Reflections 
Let A be an algebra and M an A-module. The one-point extension of A 
by M is the matrix algebra 
with the usual addition and multiplication of matrices. The quiver of 
ACM] contains QA as a full subquiver and there is an additional (exten- 
sion) vertex which is a source. Dually, the one-point coextension of A by M 
is the algebra 
[MIA= DkM ; . [ 1 
Its quiver contains QA as a full subquiver and there is an additional 
(coextension) vertex which is a sink. 
Let A be a triangular algebra, and i be a sink of QA. The reflection S,+ A 
of A at i is the quotient of the one-point extension A[Z(i)] by the two-sided 
ideal generated by e,; see [29]. It is shown in [35] that A and S,+ A are 
tilting-cotilting equivalent. Thus, in particular qA - qs,+A (see also [3]). 
The sink i of QA is replaced in the quiver rr;‘QA of S,+A by a source which 
we shall denote by i’. A rejlection sequence of sinks i,, . . . . i, is a sequence 
of vertices of QA such that i,, is a sink in a,:+,  . . oI: QA for 1 < p < m. 
Dually, starting with a source in QA, we define the reflection S,-A of A at 
the source j. We shall need the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. Let A be a representation-finite simply connected algebra 
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such that, for every reflection sequence of sinks i,, . . . . i,, S,: ... S,: A is 
representation-finite. Then A is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type. 
Proof: See [4, (3); 33. 
1.4. Simply Connected Algebras and the (S)-Condition 
We shall need a characterisation of the representation-finite simply 
connected algebras due to Bautista, Larrion, and Salmeron; see [ 111. An 
indecomposable projective A-module P(i) is said to have a separated radi- 
cal whenever the supports of any two non-isomorphic indecomposable 
summands of rad P(i) are contained in distinct connected components of 
the subquiver Q, of QA, where Q, is obtained from QA by deleting all 
vertices j such that there exists a path from j to i. If each indecomposable 
projective A-module has a separated radical, then A is said to satisfy the 
(S)-condition. It is shown in [ 1 l] that a triangular representation-finite 
algebra is simply connected if and only if it satisfies the (S)-condition. A 
weaker property satisfied by a representation-finite simply connected 
algebra A is the following: mod A is directed, that is, the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of A does not contains oriented cycles. Observe that this property 
is preserved under surjective images. 
A k-category A is called Schurian if, for each pair x, YE A,, 
dim, A(s, u) < 1. Let A be a finite triangular Schurian k-category. Given 
SEA,, we denote by A, the set {tEAolA(t,s)#O} endowed with the 
following partial order : t < t’ if and only if the composition A(t, t’) x 
A(t’, s) + A(t, s) is non-zero. Also, let kA, denote the incidence category 
of A,. Dually, we define A” = {t E A,1 A(s, t) # O> and kA”. A Schurian 
k-category is called W-free if it does not contain a full subcategory 
B 5 kQB, where the underlying graph of QB is A,,, (m > 1). 
Let A be a finite triangular Schurian k-category such that all kA, and 
kA”, SEAR, are &free. Then, by [13, (2.3); 17, (2.9)], A satisfies the 
(S)-condition if and only if its first homology (in the sense of [ 17, (2.1)]) 
vanishes. This implies : 
(a) If A is simply connected (but not necessarily representation- 
finite), then it satisfies the (S)-condition; see [6, (2.2)]. 
(b) If A satisfies the (S)-condition, then so does its opposite algebra 
AoP. 
(c) If B is a full convex subcategory of A, and A satisfies the 
(S)-condition, then so does B; see [17, (2.8)]. In particular, if A is 
representation-finite and simply connected, then so is B. 
Moreover, we have the following criterion. An algebra A is called tame 
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(respectively, wild) concealed (see [ 33, 32,261) if there exist a tame 
(respectively,, wild) hereditary algebra A and a preprojective (or preinjec- 
tive) tilting module T, such that A = End T,. The tame concealed 
algebras are completely classified in [26]. We have: 
PROPOSITION [ 13, 14,261. Let A be a triangular Schurian algebra such 
that all kA, and kA”, SE A,, are A-free, and moreover A satisfies the 
(S)-condition. Zf A is representation-inji’nite, hen A contains a full convex 
subcategory which is tame concealed of type 6, or E,. 
We shall also need: 
LEMMA. Let A be a representation-finite simply connected algebra and i 
a sink in its quiver. Then B = S,+A is Schurian and satisfies the (S)-condition. 
Proof. Since A is representation-finite, Z(i)A is multiplicity-free. Therefore 
A[Z(i)], and hence B, are Schurian. 
We claim that B satisfies the (S)-condition. Suppose that P(j),, j # i’, is 
an indecomposable projective with a non-separated radical. Then there 
exist two non-isomorphic indecomposable summands of rad P(j), with 
their supports in the same connected component of the subquiver Q, of QB 
obtained from & by deleting all vertices 1 such that there exists a path 
from I to j. Since A satisfies the (S)-condition, iE Supp P(j),. Thus 
B(i’, j) # 0 and so i’ $ (Q,)O. Consider the full subcategory B’ of A consist- 
ing of all the objects besides i (equivalently, Bb = B,\{ i’ 1). Since B’ is 
convex in A, it satisfies the (S)-condition. Now, P(j), clearly equals the 
indecomposable projective B’-module P(j),. and, since i’ $ (Q,),, Qj equals 
the subquiver Qi of QB, obtained in the same way as Q, is obtained from 
QB. But then P(j),. has a non-separated radical, a contradiction. There 
remains to show that P(i’)B has a separated radical. But since AoP satisfies 
the (S)-condition, the indecomposable projective AoP-module D(Z(i),) has 
a separated radical. Hence the result. 
2. BRANCH ENLARGEMENTS AND THE QUADRATIC FORM 
2.1. We recall from [7] the notion of branch enlargements. An exten- 
sion branch K in a vertex a, called its root, is a finite connected full bound 
subquiver of the following infinite tree, consisting of two types of arrows: 
the H-arrows and the B-arrows, and bound by all possible relations of the 
forms aB=O, fifx=O: 
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An extension branch of the form 
is called a directed extension line. A coextension branch and a directed 
coextension line are defined dually, by reversing all the arrows in the above 
figures. The number of vertices in a branch K is called its length and is 
denoted by IKI. We shall agree to consider the empty quiver as a branch 
of length zero. 
Let A = kQ/Z be a bound quiver algebra, and (Q’, I’) be a full bound 
subquiver of (Q, I) with a source a. Then A is said to be obtained from 
kQ’/Z’ by rooting an extension branch (Q”, I”) in a provided that (Q”, I”) 
is a full bound subquiver of (Q, I) such that : 
(1) QbnQh’= {a>, QbuQA’=Q,. 
(2) Z is generated by I’, I” and all paths /?y, where fi E Q ;’ has target 
a, and y E Q; has source a. 
We define dually the rooting of coextension branches. 
2.2. Let C be a tame concealed algebra with a tubular family 
(%) lEp,ckl, and let E,, . . . . E, be pairwise non-isomorphic simple regular 
C-modules. For each 1~ i < m, we let K, be an extension branch in a, and 
K: be a coextension branch in K,’ (where either K, or K,’ may be empty). 
We shall define inductively the brunch enlargement A of C by the extension 
branches K, and the coextension branches K,‘. The algebra C[E, , K,] is 
obtained from the one-point extension C[E,] with extension vertex a, by 
rooting the branch K, in a,, and, for 1 <j< m, C[E,, K,]l=, is obtained 
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from the one-point extension (C[ E,, K, ] fz: )[E, ] with extension vertex a, 
by rooting the branch K, in a,. Then B = C[E,, K, ] YE, is called the brunch 
extension of C at the modules E, by the extension branches K, (1 < i < m). 
We now let E: be the unique indecomposable B-module whose restriction 
to C is E, and whose restriction to K, is the unique indecomposable module 
with support the maximal non-zero path with target a,. Then [E’,, K’,] B 
is obtained from the one-point coextension [E;] B with coextension vertex 
a’, by rooting K; in a’, and, for 1 < j < m, 1 L, [E:, K,‘] B is obtained from 
[E,‘]( ,:i [E:, K,‘] B) with coextension vertex u,’ by rooting K,’ in ai. Then 
A = 1 2 r [E,‘, K:] B is the required branch enlargement of C. 
Let yL denote the rank of tube FL (1~ P,(k)). The tzrbulur type 
iz4=(n;),..~,,kj of A is defined by 
n,=rj.+ C (IK,I + IK:I). 
E, E .T, 
We shall write, mstead of (nl)j,E p,Ckj, the finite sequence consisting of at 
least two n,, and containing all those which are larger than one, arranged 
in non-decreasing order. We shall say that nA is domestic, and that A is a 
domestic brunch enlargement of C, if nA is one of the following: (p, q), 
p G 4, (2, 2, r), 2 G r, (2, 3, 3), (2, 3,4), or 2,3,5). It is shown in [7] than 
an algebra A is a domestic branch enlargement of a tame concealed algebra 
if and only if A is a representation-infinite iterated tilted algebra of 
Euclidean type A. Moreover, in this case, n, equals the tubular type nkA of 
the hereditary algebra kA. 
2.3. A truncated brunch in a (branch in the sense of [33]) is a finite 
connected full bound subquiver, containing a, of the following infinite tree 
bound by all possible relations of the form C$ = 0: 
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Let C be a tame concealed algebra, and E,, . . . . E, be pairwise non- 
isomorphic simple regular modules. Then, if K,, . . . . K,,, are truncated 
branches, the branch extension B = C[E,, K,] y=“=, is a tubular extension in 
the sense of [33]. It was shown by Ringel, that if A is a domestic truncated 
branch extension (respectively, coextension) of a tame concealed algebra, 
then A is a tilted algebra of Euclidean type having a complete slice in its 
preinjective component, and no projectives in that component (respec- 
tively, a complete slice in its preprojective component, and no injectives in 
that component). Conversely, every representation-infinite tilted algebra of 
Euclidean type is either a domestic truncated branch coextension or a 
domestic truncated branch extension of a tame concealed algebra; see 
[33, (4.9)1. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be a branch enlargement of a tame concealed 
algebra C. Then nA is domestic if and only if qA is positive semidefinite of 
corank one. 
Proof Assume that nA is domestic. Then, by (2.2), A is an iterated 
tilted algebra of Euclidean type A such that nA = nkA. Therefore qA - qka is 
positive semidelinite of corank one. 
Suppose now that nA is not domestic. We shall show that qA is not 
positive semidefrnite of corank one. By [7, (2.4)], A is tilting-cotilting 
equivalent to an enlargement B of C by directed lines such that nB = nA. In 
particular, qe - qA. Let D be a minimal full convex subcategory of B 
containing C such that n, is not domestic. We can assume that n, is not 
tubular, that is, n,#(2, 2, 2, 2) (3, 3, 3), (2,4,4), and (2, 3, 6). Indeed, in 
this case, D is tiltinggcotilting equivalent to a tubular canonical algebra 
l-7, (2.5)] and thus q. is positive semidefinite of corank two [33, (5.1 )]. 
Let now E be the full subcategory of D consisting of C together with all its 
coextension lines. Taking, if necessary, successive reflections at the sources 
of the extension lines or the sinks of the coextension lines, we can assume 
that nE is domestic and such that, for any source a of an extension line of 
D, the full subcategory of S; D consisting of E and the new vertex a’ is not 
of domestic tubular type. The minimality of D implies that D is a one-point 
extension of E with extension vertex 6, say. 
By (2.3), E is a tilted algebra of Euclidean type having a complete slice 
in its preprojective component. Let U, be the slice module of a complete 
slice in this component such that the quiver of the hereditary algebra 
H = End U, has the orientation given in the tables of [ 191. Then 
TD = U@ P(b) is a tilting module with endomorphism algebra 
F=End To= 
H 0 
I Hom,(U, P(b)) End P(b) . 
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Obviously, q. wqF and n,=n,. Let X= rad P(b). We have an Auslan- 
der-Reiten sequence in mod D: 
with Y indecomposable, which lies entirely in the torsion class of the 
torsion theory (r(T,), P(T,)) in mod D. Thus it corresponds to an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod F: 
0 + Hom,( T, zX) + Hom,( T, Y) + Horn&T, X) + 0 
which has also an indecomposable middle term. Hence M= Hom,( T, X) 
= Hom,( U, P(b)) is a simple regular H-module. Since nF is neither 
domestic nor tubular, we have the following possibilities: 
(i) H is of type A’3y, q 2 7, and M is simple homogeneous. 
(ii) H is of type A py, p > 4, q 2 5, and M is simple homogeneous. 
(iii) His of type on, n 2 9, and M lies in the tube of rank 2. 
(iv) H is of type g,, and M lies in the tube of rank 2. 
(v) H is of type E,, and A4 lies in the tube of rank 2 or the tube of 
rank 3. 
In each case, it is easily checked that F contains a full convex 
subcategory L which is a wild concealed algebra. For instance, in (iv), 
F is given (up to isomorphism) by the quiver 
o :a/4ho 
I a1 2 “2 3 a3 4 03 5 f32 6 Bl 7 
bound by EJX,CC, +py + v/I3 = 0, pry = v/?~. The required wild hereditary full 
convex subcategory L of F is formed by the vertices 5, 6, 7, 8, and 0 of F. 
Thus qF is indefinite, which implies that qA is not positive semidefinite of 
corank one. 
3. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
3.1. LEMMA. Let B= C[M] (respectively, B= [M]C) be a one-point 
extension (respectively, coextension) of a tame concealed algebra C by an 
indecomposable C-module M. Assume that qe is positive definite. Then A4 is 
regular. 
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Proof: We can obviously assume that B is a one-point extension of C 
with extension vertex a. Suppose that M is not regular. If M lies on a com- 
plete slice of T,-, then r, contains a wild slice, B is a tilted algebra of wild 
type, and consequently qe is indefinite, a contradiction. Assume M does 
not lie on a complete slice of Tc. We may suppose it is preprojective. Let 
thus F= (S;B)OP. Then qFN qe and F is a one-point extension of Cop by 
the preinjective module DM= N with extension vertex u’. Let UC+ be the 
slice module of a complete slice in the preinjective component of r,,,. 
Then H = End U is tame hereditary. Also, T,= U@ P(d) is a tilting 
module with endomorphism algebra E = H[Hom,( U, N)]. Since 
Hom,( U, N) is an indecomposable preprojective H-module, it lies on a 
complete slice in rH. Hence E is a wild concealed algebra and qE- qF is 
indefinite, a contradiction. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let C be a tame concealed algebra of type 6, or E, and 
B = C[M] (respectively, [M] C) be a one-point extension (respectively, 
coextension) of C by an indecomposable C-module A4. Assume that qs 
is positive semidefinite of corank one. Then M is simple regular non- 
homogeneous. 
Proof We may assume, by duality, that B = C[M]. Moreover, C may 
be assumed to be hereditary with the orientation given in the tables of 
[19]. Indeed, let U, denote the slice module of a complete slice in the 
preprojective component of Tc such that the quiver of the hereditary 
algebra H = End U has the required orientation, and let TB = U@ P(a), 
where a is the extension vertex. Then T, is a tilting module. Since M 
is a regular C-module, by (3.1), it is torsion in the torsion theory 
(Y( T,), 9( TB)) in mod B. Thus M, is simple regular if and only if 
N = Hom,( U, M) is a simple regular H-module, and homogeneous if and 
only if N is. Let D = End T,. Then D = H[N] and q. - qs. 
Observe that N is necessarily multiplicity-free. For, if it is not, it follows 
from the description of the indecomposable regular H-modules given in the 
tables of [19] that D contains a full convex subcategory E, containing the 
extension vertex, such that qE is either indefinite or positive semidefinite of 
corank two, a contradiction. Thus N is multiplicity-free. In particular, it is 
not homogeneous. Moreover, if N is not simple regular, then H is of type 
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bound either by ~tli . ..cr.=O if Zk2, or by a,cc,cc=O, cr,cc,/?=O if 1= 1. 
Again, D contains a full convex subcategory E, containing the extension 
vertex, such that qE is either indefinite or positive semidelinite of corank 
two, a contradiction. Consequently N, and also M, are simple regular 
non-homogeneous. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let C be a tame concealed algebra, M, and N, be two non- 
isomorphic simple regular C-modules, and B be one of the algebras C[A4], 
[WC, CCMI CNI, [Ml CCNI, or [M] [N]C. Let i denote the extension or 
coextension vertex corresponding to M, and A be obtained from B by 
identtfying i to the vertex j in a quiver with underlying graph as 
o---------o- . . . . 0 
j d 
Assume that n, is domestic but # (p, q). Then q,4 is not positive semidefinite 
of corank one. 
Proof We may assume, by duality, that i is a coextension vertex. 
Reflecting, if necessary, at the vertex corresponding to N, we may assume 
that B is of one of the forms [M]C or [M] [ N]C. Let D be the full sub- 
category of A consisting of all objects except a. Then D is a truncated 
branch coextension of C. If n, is not domestic, then qA is not positive semi- 
definite of corank one, by (2.4), and we are done. If n, is domestic, then 
n, # (p, q) (because nB # (p, q)) and consequently D is a tilted algebra of 
type fin or i$, with a complete slice in its preprojective component. 
Moreover, A is a one-point extension or coextension of D. Applying, if 
necessary, an APR-cotilting module corresponding to a, we may assume 
that a is a sink. Similarly, we may assume that c is either a source or a sink 
in D. Thus A = [Z(c)]D and Z(c) =Z(a)/S(a). Then E= S,+A = D[Z(c)] 
and qE - qo. Let U, be the slice module of a complete slice in the prepro- 
jective component of fD and H = End U. Then T, = U@ P(a) is a tilting 
module with endomorphism algebra F= H[Hom,( U, Z(c))]. We claim 
that Hom,(U, Z(c)) is a regular H-module of regular length at least two. 
Then, since qF- qE, (3.2) will imply the result. Clearly, Hom,( U, Z(c)) is 
regular, since Z(c), is. We consider the connecting sequence in mod F 
starting at Hom,( U, Z(c)). If c is a source in D, it is equal to 
0 -+ Hom,( U, Z(c)) -, Exth( U, P(d))@ Extb( U, P(b)) 
+ Ext;( U, P(c)) + 0 
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and therefore the middle term is the direct sum of two indecomposable 
H-modules. Consequently, Hom,( U, Z(c)) is not simple regular. The same 
result holds if c is a sink in D. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let C be a tame concealed algebra, M, and N, be two 
non-isomorphic simple regular modules, and B be one of the algebras C[M], 
[M]C, C[M][N], [M] C[N], or [M][N]C. Let A be one of the 
algebras B[M] or [M]B. Assume that n, is domestic but #(p, q). Then qa 
is not positive semidefinite of corank one. 
Proof As in (3.3) we may assume that B is of one of the forms [M] C 
or [M] [N] C. Reflecting, if necessary, at the second additional vertex 
corresponding to M, we can assume that A = B[M] with extension vertex 
a, say. Let b be the coextension vertex corresponding to M in B (!). Then 
M= Z(b)/S(b) = rad P(a). Since B is a truncated branch coextension of C 
and n, is domestic #(p, q), it is a tilted algebra of type 6, or E, with 
a complete slice in its preprojective component. Let Us be the slice 
module of a complete slice in this component, and H = End U. 
Then TA = U@ P(a) is a tilting module with endomorphism algebra 
F= H[Hom,( U, M)]. Moreover, we have the following connecting 
sequence in mod H: 
0 + Hom,( U, Z(b)) -+ Hom.( U, M) + ExtL( U, P(b)) -+ 0. 
Hence Hom,( U, M) is an indecomposable regular H-module of regular 
length two. Therefore, by (3.2), qA wqF is not positive semidefinite of 
corank one. 
3.5. We recall from [S] that the D,-frames are the following bound 
quivers : 
(F2) o-v- *.. o-- =o 
aL a.t 1 a2 al 
9. -> 3, ala2...a E. 
(F3) o where the edges may be oriented arbitrarily 
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(F4) Bu = ya 
(F5) A a8 = ay 
LEMMA. Let C be a tame concealed algebra, M, and N, be two 
non-isomorphic simple regular modules, and B be one of the algebras C[M], 
[M]C, C[M][N], [M] C[N], or [M][N]C. Let i denote the extension 
or coextension vertex corresponding to M and A be obtained from B by 
identzfying i to the vertex a, in a bound quiver of the form 
where the unoriented edges may be oriented arbitrarily, the walk 
a,-aaz- ... - a, may be bound, and F is a D.-frame. Assume that nB is 
domestic but # ( p, q). Then q ., is not semidefinite of corank one. 
Proof As in (3.3), we may assume that B is of one of the forms C[M] 
or C[M][N] (thus both i and the additional vertex corresponding to N 
are extension vertices). We may also, obviously, assume that the walk 
w:a,-aa,-- ... - a, is either free or bound by zero-relations of length two. 
Finally, we can suppose that F is of type (F3). Indeed, reflecting (if 
necessary) at sources and sinks of F, and taking (if necessary) a full convex 
subcategory, we replace A by an algebra, A’, having the same form as A, 
but with F of type (F3). Also, qa is not positive semidefinite of corank one 
if qaS is not. 
By (3.3) we may assume that u’ is bound by at least one relation. We 
shall show, by induction on the number of zero-relations on w, that A is 
tilting-cotilting equivalent to an algebra of the same form, but such that w 
is not bound. An application of (3.3) will then complete the proof. Let 
1 < Id m be the least index such that there exists a relation of midpoint a. 
We have two cases to consider: 
(i) The relation points towards C. The bound quiver of A is of the 
form 
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where the relation is c$ =O. Let c’ denote the full subcategory of A 
consisting of the objects of C and a,, . . . . a,. Then C’ is a truncated branch 
extension of C. If n,, is not domestic, we are done (by (2.4)), so we may 
assume that n,, is domestic. Then IE=, # (p, q) (because n, is). Therefore C’ 
is a tilted algebra of type 6, or i?, with a complete slice in its preinjective 
component. Let UC be the slice module of a complete slice in that compo- 
nent, and P=@,,,;, P(i). Then TA = U@ P is a tilting module (indeed, 
S(a,) is a simple injective C/-module and thus all the indecomposable 




Hom,(U, P) End P 1 ' 
where H= End U is hereditary of type 6, or E,. We claim that the 
H-module Hom,( U, P(a,+ 1)) = H om,( U, S(a,)) is simple regular. Observe 
that S(a,) is torsion in the torsion theory (F(U), F(U)) in mod C’. Since 
P(a,), is not a summand of U, we have in mod H a connecting sequence 
0 + Horn&U, Z(a,)) + Ext&( U, rad P(a,)) + Ext&( U, P(u,)) -+ 0 
because Z(u,) = S(u,). Since rad P(u,) is local, the middle term is indecom- 
posable. Since P(u,) is a regular C’-module, then Ext&(U, P(u,)) is a 
regular H-module and hence so is Horn&U, Z(u,)) = Horn&U, S(u,)). 
Since the middle term of the above Auslander-Reiten sequence is indecom- 
posable, HomJ U, S(a,)) is simple regular. Thus D has the same form as 
A, but with one zero-relation less on w. Moreover, qD - qA. 
(ii) The relation points away from C. By passing to the opposite 
algebra, the bound quiver of AoP is of the form 
C OP 
B a 
0 - _-.-- 
1 == ah+, ---x----< aL-1 aL! 
where the relation is a/I = 0. Let c’ be the full subcategory of I!“~ formed 
by the objects of Cop and a,, . . . . a,. Then C’ is a truncated branch coexten- 
sion of Cop and n,.. is domestic # (p, q), thus it is a tilted algebra of type 
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n,, or i?, with a complete slice in its preprojective component. Let U,. 
be the slice module of a complete slice in this component, and 




HornAop( U, P) End P 1 ’ 
where H = End U is hereditary of type 6, or E,. We claim that the 
H-module Hom,OP(U, S(a,)) is simple regular. Indeed, Z(a,) = S(a,) is a 
regular C’-module, hence Horn&U, S(a,)) is a regular H-module. In 
particular, it is not injective. Hence P(u,) is not a summand of U and we 
have a connecting sequence 
0 + Hom,,( U, Z(a,)) + Ext$( U, rad P(ul)) + Ext&.( U, P(u,)) -+ 0. 
As before, we deduce that Horn&U, S(u,)) is simple regular. The algebra 
D is thus of the same form as A but with one zero-relation less on u’. 
Moreover, q. - qA. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
4.1. The necessity part is obvious. Indeed, let A be a representation-finite 
iterated tilted algebra of Euclidean type 6, or E,. Then it follows from [6] 
that A is simply connected. On the other hand, q,., is positive semidelinite 
of corank one, because it is congruent to the quadratic form of a tame 
hereditary algebra. Conversely, let A be a representation-finite simply con- 
nected algebra with a quadratic form which is positive semidefinite of 
corank one. In particular, A is not an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin 
type. Therefore, by (1.4), there exists a reflection sequence of sinks i, , . . . . i,, 
l??I+1 = i such that, for all 1 < Id m, S,: . . . Sz A is representation-finite, but 
B= S,+S,i ... SIT A is representation-infinite. In order to prove the 
theorem, it suffices, by (2.2), to show that B is a domestic branch enlarge- 
ment of a tame concealed algebra. We shall let, from now on, A’ denote the 
representation-finite algebra S,: . . . Sl A. Thus B = S,+A’. It follows from 
(1.5) that B is Schurian and satisfies the (S)-condition. Also, let B’ denote 
the full convex subcategory of A’ consisting of all objects except i (equiv- 
alently, B& = B,\{ i’}). Again, by (1.5), B’ is representation-finite and 
simply connected. 
4.2. LEMMA. The algebra B contains a tame concealed algebra C us a full 
convex subcategory. 
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Proof: Since B is Schurian (4.1), we may consider the partially ordered 
sets B, and B” for SE B,. If all these sets are A-free, it follows from (1.5) 
that B contains as a full convex subcategory a tame concealed algebra of 
type 6, or E,. We may thus suppose that there exists SE B, such that 
either B, or B” contains a full subcategory CrkQ,, where the underlying 
graph of Q, is A, for some m 3 1. 
Clearly, any full subcategory of B of this form must contain the vertex 
i’. This implies that no partially ordered set of the form B” contains C as 
a full subcategory. Indeed, if this is the case for some s, then, since i’ is a 
source of B contained in B”, we must have s = i’. Since B is Schurian, C 
must contain at least another source j. But then, by definition, B(i’, j) # 0, 
contradicting the fact that C is full. Consequently, C is contained in a set 
of the form B,. 
We shall show that C is convex in B. We can assume C to be given by 
a full bound subquiver of B (for, there exists a full bound subquiver of B 
with underlying graph A\,, obtained by enlarging C to a subquiver). Let K 
denote the convex hull of the full bound subquiver C. If K= C, we are 
done. Suppose that K # C. 
We claim that K contains at least one commutativity relation p with 
source and target in C. Suppose that this is not the case. Since K # C, there 
exists a path v, not lying in C, with source and target on C. Then the 
source of v is i’: for, otherwise, the category with object set K,\{i’}, which 
is representation-finite and simply connected (because it is a full convex 
subcategory of B’), contains a full subcategory of the form 
bound by E[E[+, = 0 (1 < I < m) which has a non-directed module category 
[31,34], a contradiction which shows that i’ is the source of v. Since P(i’) 
has a separated radical, there must exist a commutativity relation involving 
the first arrow of v and another arrow on C with source i’. This follows 
from the fact that i’ is the source of at most three arrows: for, if this is not 
the case, and a, b, c, d are the targets of four arrows of A with source i’, 
then the full subcategory of A’ consisting of the objects i, a, b, c, d is not 
representation-finite, a contradiction. We have thus obtained a contradic- 
tion to our assumption that there are no commutativity relations on C. 
We shall now look at the number of sources in C. Since B is Schurian, 
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it contains at least two (one of them is necessarily i’). Suppose it contains 
at least three. Then B’ contains a walk w of the form 
w:a,t ... +a,+ ... +a3+ . . . +aq-b . 
+ a2m --f ... +a2m+l (mk2). 
Since u’ lies in B,, there exist non-zero paths from each vertex of w to s and 
we have two paths from aS to s (1 d j < m) (through a2,_, and a2,+ ,) 
which are thus linearly dependent in B(a,,, s). 
Since there exists an additional commutativity relation with source and 
target on C, then B’ contains as a full subcategory a tame concealed 
algebra of type 6,, a contradiction to its representation-finiteness. There- 
fore C contains exactly two sources a, and i’. The same argument implies 
that the additional commutativity relation p on C has its source and target 
on one of the paths from a, to a, and a3. 
Assume the former. Since s # i (because s E B,) and i’ E B,, then there 
exists a non-zero path from s to i such that the composed paths 
j’+ . . *a,-.+ . . . -+s+ ... +i (j=1,3) are non-zero. Let b, and 6, 
be the sources of the arrows with respective targets a, and a3 on the 
paths a2 + ... -+ a, and a2 -+ ... -+ a3, respectively. Then the paths 
b,-, aI+ , . -+s + . . . + i (j= 1, 3) are zero (for, otherwise, there exists a 
non-zero path in B from i’ to b,, a contradiction since C is full). 
i 
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Let t be the target of the arrow of source s lying on these paths, and L be 
the convex hull of a2 and t in B. We observe that L(a,, t)=O (for, 
otherwise, L contains a full convex subcategory which is tame hereditary of 
type 6,). Since L is simply connected, every cycle in L is commutative. 
Moreover, qr is either positive definite or positive semidefinite of corank 
one. We shall consider two cases: 
(i) Assume that there exists no commutativity relation different from 
p with source lying between a, and a,. Then S; L contains two full convex 
subcategories which are tame hereditary of type 6,. The first is of type Do, 
and centered at s, 
and the second is of the form 
> 




a contradiction to our assumption on qL - qsGL 
(ii) If there exists a commutativity relation p’ # p with source lying 
between a, and a,, we let c and b be respectively the source and target of 
p. Then the source e of p’ must lie between c and b (for, otherwise, mod L 
contains mod C, for C tame concealed of type 6,, a contradiction to the 
representation-finiteness of L). For the same reason, the target f of p’ 
cannot lie between a, and s. Also, for any vertex d on the branch 
of p which does not contain e, we have no path of the form 
a24 . . . -+d-+ . . . -+a3-+ . . . +s otherwise the representation-finite 
simply connected category L either has a non-directed module category or 
contains a full subcategory of type A,. 
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Since L(a,, d) # 0, L(a,, e) # 0, we have S; L(d, a;) # 0, S;L(e, a;) # 0. 
Let g denote the source of the arrow of target fon the branch of p not con- 
taining e (necessarily, g #a, since this branch is of length at least two). 
Then S;L contains, besides the full convex subcategory which is hereditary 
of type 6, and centered at s, another full subcategory which is tame 
concealed of type E, and given by the commutative quiver 
od 
Finally, the radical vector of this full subcategory obviously extends to a 
radical vector of its convex hull. This contradiction to our assumption on 
qL N qs,L completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remarks. (1) The tame concealed full convex subcategory C of B 
found in (4.2) is necessarily unique: for, if Ci # C, are two full convex sub- 
categories of B, then q,-, = qelKOcc,, and qc2 = qB,KOKo(c21 each admit a sincere 
radical vector and these two vectors are linearly independent in K,,(B), a 
contradiction. 
(2) If C is of type B, or E,, it follows from our proof and the 
previous remark that all B, and B”, s E B,, are &free. Therefore, since B 
satisfies the (S)-condition, so does BoP (1.5). On the other hand, if C is of 
type A,, it is generally not true that Bop satisfies the (S)-condition, as is 
shown by the fully commutative quiver 
However, we have the following weaker property: 
4.3. LEMMA. Let C be of type A,,,. Then, for any a 4 C,, the socle factor 
J(a), = Z(a)/,!?(a) is separated. 
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Proof We may assume that at least two arrows have target a, 
otherwise J(a) is indecomposable. Let these be j3: b + a and y : c -+ a. So 
suppose J(a) = J(b) 0 J(c), where J(h) (respectively, J(c)) has S(b) (respec- 
tively, S(c)) in its socle. We claim that the restriction J(a)\ B’ of J(a) to B’ 
is indecomposable. Indeed, if this is not the case, then either J(b)1 B, = 0 or 
J( c)l B, = 0. Therefore either J(b) = S( i’) or J(c) = S(i’). Since the 
neighbours of i’ lie on the cycle C and a is a neighbour of b and c, this 
implies a E C,, a contradiction. Thus J(a)\ B’ = J(b)1 B9 @ J(c)\ B’ is decom- 
posable. Assume now that the summands J(b)B and J(c), are not 
separated. Then their supports are connected by a walk M’: b - . . - c in 
the full subquiver Q, of QB obtained by deleting all vertices I such that 
there is a path from a to 1. If i’ does not lie on M‘, then w lies in QB, and 
so the summands J(b)1 B, and J(c)1 B, of J(a)1 B, are not separated. This, 
however, is impossible because B’ is representation-finite and simply con- 
nected and therefore Btop satisfies the (S)-condition. If i’ lies on ~1, there 
exists another walk ~1’ : b - . . - c which is obtained from u’ by replacing 
the subwalk of u’ lying in C (and thus containing i’) by the parallel sub- 
walk on C not containing i’. By the previous argument, we are done. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let E be a full subcategory of B consisting of C together 
with finitely many vertices a,, . . . . a, such that: 
(1) For each 1 < 1 <m, there exists a non-zero path from a, to C 
(respectively, from C to a,). 
(2) Each a, is a source in E (respectively, a sink in E). Then qE is 
positive semidefinite of corank one. 
Prooj Assume, by duality, that each a, is a source in E. Let F denote 
the convex hull of E. Since qF = qel KO(Fj and F contains C, qF is positive 
semidefinite of corank one. Let L = S; . . . S,F. Then qL - qF is also 
positive semidelinite of corank one, and L consists of C, a;, . . . . a; together 
with some additional paths entering C. Let L’ be the full convex sub- 
category of L consisting of C and a’, , . . . . a& and L” = So: . . S,lL’. Again, 
qL, is positive semidefinite of corank one and hence so is qLz. - qLz. On the 
other hand, L “2 E and this completes the proof. 
Remark. In the situation of (4.4), if all the a, are sources (respectively, 
sinks), the category E will be said to be obtained by adjoining (respectively, 
coadjoining) a,, . . . . a, to C and will be denoted by C{a,, . . . . a,} (respec- 
tively, {ui, . . . . a,} C). The a, are called extension (respectively, coextension) 
vertices of C in E. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let E= C(a) be obtained by adjoining (respectively, 
E = {a} C be obtained bv roadjoining ) a to C. Then the largest C-submodule 
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M of P(a) (respectively, the largest C-quotient module M of Z(a)) is an 
indecomposable regular C-module. Moreover, tf C is of type 6, or r,, then 
A4 is simple regular non-homogeneous. 
Proof. We may assume that a is an extension vertex. It suffices, by 
(3.1) (3.2) and (4.4) to show that M is indecomposable. We consider two 
cases :
(i) C is of type 6, or E,. Let K denote the convex hull (in B) of C 
and the extension vertex a. Since B satisfies the (S)-condition, so does K 
( 1.4). Since C is connected, A4 is indecomposable. 
(ii) C is of type A,,,. Since i’ is a source, it does not belong to the 
support of M. Let K be the convex hull of a and the full subcategory of C 
with object set C,\{i’}. Since K is a full convex subcategory of the 
representation-finite simply connected algebra B’, it satisfies the (S)-condi- 
tion (1.4). Since C\{i’} is connected, A4 is indecomposable. 
4.6. LEMMA. Zf C is of type A,, then B contains as a full convex sub- 
category a one-point coextension of C by a simple homogeneous C-module. 
Proof By the proof of (4.2) C is contained in a category of the form 
kB, for some s E B,. We may clearly assume that s is minimal for this 
property. We claim that s is the coextension vertex of C by a simple 
homogeneous C-module and this is equivalent to showing that each path 
from C to s in kB, is of the form c0 + c1 -+ . . . -+ c, + b + s, where b is a 
sink in C, and cl E Co for all 0 < j d m. 
Suppose that this is not the case and that there exists a path of the form 
C--+i-i ... --+s, where CEC,, t$C,, t#s. We observe that J(t)=Z(t)/S(t) 
is indecomposable regular (by (4.5)) but not simple regular (since t E B,, it 
is not bound by a zero-relation to any vertex of C). Let K denote the 
convex hull in B of C and s, and K’ = S,+K. Then, let D denote the convex 
hull (in K’) of C, s’, and t and D’ = S,? D. Next, let E denote the full convex 
subcategory of D’ consisting of C, s’, and t’ and F= (S, E)OP. Thus F con- 
tains the cycle Cop, a coextension vertex s’, and an extension vertex t. Let 
G be the full subcategory of F consisting of all objects except t. This is a 
tubular extension of Cop of tubular type (2, p, q), where (p, q) denotes the 
tubular type of C (observe that, since B is Schurian, we have p, q > 1). 
Since go is positive semidefinite of corank one (4.4), n, is domestic and 
therefore G is a tilted algebra of type 6, or E, having a complete slice in 
its preprojective component (2.3). Let U, be the slice module of a complete 
slice in this component and H = End iJG. Then T,= U@ P( t) is a tilting 
module with endomorphism algebra H[Hom,(U, P(t))]. Since the exten- 
sion module HomdU, P(t)) is a regular H-module which is not simple 
regular, we obtain a contradiction to (4.5). 
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Notations. In what follows, we shall denote this coextension vertex by 
x and the corresponding simple homogeneous C-module by X. Also, for 
u $ C,, we shall denote by P(a)1 c the largest C-submodule of P(a), and by 
I(a)lc the largest quotient C-module of I(u). 
4.7. LEMMA. Let C be of type A, and y $ CO. 
(a) If there exists a non-zero path from y to C and P( y)I c 3 X, then 
B(y, x)=0. 
(b) Zf there exists a non-zero path from C to y and Z(y)/ c 7; X, then 
B(x, y) = 0. 
Proof: (a) Suppose that B( y, x) ~0. If there exists a non-zero path 
from y to x which does not pass through C, the (S)-condition applied to 
the vertex y implies the existence of a non-zero path from y to x through 
C. Now, if such a path exists, Hom,(P( y), I(x)) # 0 implies that 
Homc(p(y)lc~ X)+0. But f’(~)l~ is indecomposable regular and multi- 
plicity-free, so it is isomorphic to X, a contradiction. 
(b) IfB(x, y) # 0, then Hom,(Z( y), Z(x)) # 0 and so Hom,(l(y)J., X) 
#O. But Z( y)lc is indecomposable regular and multiplicity-free, so it is 
isomorphic to X, a contradiction. 
4.8. LEMMA. Let C be of type A,,, and y $ C,. 
(a) Zf there exists u non-zero path from y to C and P( y)[ c g X, then 
P( y)l c is a simple regular non-homogeneous C-module. 
(b) If there exists a non-zero path from C to y and Z( y)l c $ A’, then 
Z( y)l, is a simple regular non-homogeneous C-module. 
Proof Suppose first that we are in the situation of (b). It follows from 
the convexity of [X] C inside B, see (4.6), that there is no path from y to 
x inside B. Thus, by (4.7), B(x, y) = 0 and y is a sink in the convex hull of 
C, y, and x. Let F be the full subcategory of S,+L consisting of the objects 
C, y’, and x. Then F is convex, qF is positive semidefinite of corank one, 
and y’ is an extension vertex of C. We may thus assume that we are in the 
situation of (a). In this case, if y is an extension vertex then, by (4.7), 
B(y, x)=0 and we let F denote the full subcategory of B obtained by 
adjoining y to E = [X] C. Thus F is a one-point extension of the tilted 
algebra E of Euclidean type 6, or i?, with extension vertex y. Moreover, 
since P( y)l c is an indecomposable regular multiplicity-free C-module, not 
isomorphic to X, it belongs to a tube of rE different from the one contain- 
ing X. Let U, be the slice module of a complete slice in the preprojective 
component of rE and H= End U. Then T,= U @ P( y) is a tilting module 
with endomorphism algebra G = H[Hom,( U, P(y))] and the extension 
module Hom,( U, P(y)) = Hom,( U, P( y)I <.) is simple regular if and only 
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if P(y)lc is simple regular. Since qG - qr, it follows from (3.2) that 
Horn&U, P( JJ)~ c) is simple regular non-homogeneous and hence so is 
P(Y)lc. 
4.9. LEMMA. Let a and b be two extension (respectively, coextension) 
vertices of C connerted to C by (at least) an arrow. Then P(a)1 c 3”, P(b)1 c 
(respectively, Z(a)1 c 7; Z(b)1 c). 
ProoJ: Suppose that these two modules are isomorphic. Observe that 
there exists no path (in B) between a and b for, otherwise, the representa- 
tion-finite simply connected algebra B’ either contains a full subcategory of 
type a,,, or is not directed. Moreover, if C is of type A,,,, then P(a)lc s X 
(respectively, Z(a)1 c % X): indeed, if this is not the case and a and b are 
extension vertices, we have a contradiction to the fact that i’ is a source of 
B, while, if they are coextension vertices, B’ contains a full subcategory of 
type A,,,, another contradiction. Therefore, it follows from (4.8) that P(a)1 (. 
(respectively, Z(a)\ c.) is simple regular non-homogeneous. 
Let D denote the full subcategory of B formed by C, a, and b if C is of 
type Do, or E,, and C, x, a, and b if C is of type A,. Reflecting, if 
necessary, at a and 6, we may assume that a and b arc extension vertices 
of D. Now, if C is of type nD, or E,, then D = C[P(a)l c] [P(a)1 J and we 
obtain a contradiction by (3.4). On the other hand, if C is of type A,,,, then 
E = [X] C is a tilted algebra of type 6, or E, having a complete slice in its 
preprojective component. Let U, be the slice module of a complete slice in 
this component. Then T, = U@ P(a)@ P(b) is a tilting module with 
endomorphism algebra of the form 
End U 0 
F= 
Hom,(U, P(a)@P(b)) kxk 1 ’ 
where H = End U is hereditary of type 6, or Ep, and M= Hom,( U, P(a)) 
is a simple regular non-homogeneous H-module. Thus F = H[M] [A41 and 
(3.4) yields again a contradiction. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let a and b be two extension (respectively, coextension) 
vertices ofCsuch that P(a)lc s P(b)lc (respectively, Z(a)lc 7; Z(b)J,). Then 
there is no path from a to b. 
Proof: By duality, we can assume that a and b are extension vertices. 
We claim that B(a, b) = 0. Suppose B(a, b) #O. Then, since P(a) has 
a separated radical, there exists a non-zero path u from b to C and 
a non-zero path v from a to b such that uu #O. But then 
Hom,(P(b)l,, P(a)lC)#O, an absurdity since P(a)lc and P(b)l, are 
non-isomorphic simple regular C-modules. Thus B(a, b) = 0. 
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Now suppose that w is a path from a to b. Since P(a) has a separated 
radical, there exists a vertex c on u’, and a non-zero path from c to C which 
has a non-zero composition with the subpath of u’ from a to c. Since 
B(a, c) #O, we must have, by the first part of the proof, P(c)JcqP(a)Jc. 
Moreover, B(c, b) = 0 and, since P(c) has a separated radical, we infer that 
there exist a vertex d on u’ between c and b and a non-zero path from d 
to C which has a non-zero composition with the subpath of PV from c to 
d. Again B( c, d) # 0 implies that P( d)J c % P(a)\ c and hence B( d, b) = 0. 
Repeating this procedure, we obtain a contradiction to the first part of the 
proof. 
4.11. LEMMA. Let a be an extension vertex and b be a coextension vertex 
of C such that P(a)1 c 7; Z(b)1 =. Then B(a, 6) = 0 and any path from a to b 
must intersect C. 
Proof. We claim that, for every extension vertex c of C such that 
fYc)l cr P(a)1 c, then B(c, b) = 0. Indeed, if this is not the case, there exists 
a non-zero path from c to 6. Since P(c) has a separated radical, there exists 
a non-zero path from c to b passing through C. This, however, is 
impossible because P(c)1 c 7; Z(b)\ c. This shows our claim. In particular, 
B(a, b) = 0. 
Suppose now that there is a path u from a to b which does not intersect 
C. We may assume that it does not contain any extension vertex c # a such 
that P(c)\ c% P(a)lc. By the first part of the proof, u is a zero path. Since 
P(a) has a separated radical, there must exist a vertex d # a on u such that 
there is a non-zero path from a to C through the vertex d. By our assump- 
tion, P(d)lc 3; P(a)lc. We then obtain a contradiction by (4.10). 
4.12. LEMMA. Let a be an extension vertex and b be a coextension vertex 
of C such that P(a)lcrZ(b)l.. Then B(a, b) # 0 and any path from a to b 
must intersect C. 
ProoJ We first suppose that there exists a path u from a to b which 
does not intersect C. We can assume that u contains no vertex c # a such 
that P(c)1 c r P(a)1 =. Then u # 0. Indeed, if u = 0, the (S)-condition applied 
to P(a) gives a vertex d #a on u such that there is a non-zero path from 
d to C which has a non-zero composition with the subpath of u from a to 
d. But then, by (4.10), P(d)l,r P(a)lc, a contradiction. Thus u # 0. Since 
mod B’ is directed, there is also a non-zero path v from a to b which passes 
through C. Since B is Schurian, u and v are linearly dependent in B(a, b). 
Let K denote the convex hull (in B) of C, a, b if C is of type 6, or E, and 
of C, a, b and x is of type A,. Observe that, in the latter case, X 3 P(a)lc 
(because i’ is a source of B). Hence, by (4.10) and (4.11) there is no path 
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between x and h and any path from a to x must intersect C. Therefore 
D = S,+ K contains a full subcategory of the form 
e 
b' 
where C* denotes C if C is of type n, or E,, and [X] C if C is of type A,,,, 
the vertex e lies on U, and the path from a to C* is non-zero. We then 
obtain a contradiction by (3.3). 
We deduce that @a, b) # 0. Indeed, suppose B(a, b) = 0 and let K be as 
above. Then D = S,C K contains a full convex subcategory of the form 
C* a 
b' 
where C* is as above, and the two paths from a and b’ to C* are non-zero. 
We obtain a contradiction by (3.4). 
4.13. LEMMA. Let a and b be two vertices of B outside C each of them 
connected to C bv (at least) an arrow. Then any walk in B connecting a and 
b must intersect C. 
Proof: By duality, we can assume that a is an extension vertex. Let 
~:a=~,+“~~, -+ . . . --+a,-, -+ama, be a walk in B not intersecting C. 
We may assume that w is chosen so that there is no walk connecting 
one of the vertices a, to C which does not factor through a and b. We 
claim that w is a path from b to a, which will imply a contradiction, by 
(4.10), (4.11), and (4.12). Observe first that a,: a, -+a. Indeed, if 
!Z,:U+a,, then the (S)-condition applied to P(a) gives a non-zero path 
a=a,+“‘... -+“a,-+ . . . -+c, cEC,, a contradiction to our hypothesis 
(since such a path contains neither a, = a (r > 0), because QA has no 
oriented cycles, nor b by (4.10), (4.1 l), (4.12)). We shall show inductively 
that for every walk v : a = b, +B1 b, -+82 . . . -+Bn b, = b such that any walk 
connecting a vertex b, to C factors through a and b, each arrow /I, is 
oriented from b, to b,- i. Assume that this is true for all j < I and 
suppose a,: a,- I + a,. Applying the (S)-condition to P(a,_ i), there must 
exist a commutativity relation of the form a,_ i + a, -+ ... -+ up -+ ... -+ 
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dt ... t uy c ... t a,p2 c a,-, , hence a contradiction to the induction 
hypothesis. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
4.14. LEMMA. Let D be a one-point extension (respectively, coextension) 
of C inside B with extension (respectively, coextension) vertex a, and let E 





- ----- ----c..l 
r 
c 0 7 %-1 %l 
where r is a non-commutative cycle. Then E is not a full subcategory of B. 
Proof: Let K be the convex hull of Z in B. Then K is a full convex 
subcategory of B’ and hence is representation-finite simply connected. It 
follows from (3.5) that K does not contain a Dn-frame. Therefore K is 
only bound by zero-relations and this is impossible, because it is simply 
connected. 
The theorem follows at once. Indeed, (4.3), (4.8), (4.9), (4.13), (4.14), 
and (3.5) show that B is a branch enlargement of C and (2.4) and (4.6) that 
its tubular type nB is domestic #(p, q). Therefore B is an iterated tilted 
algebra of type 6, or i& and hence so is A. 
Remark. Let A be an iterated tilted algebra of type A,,,. Then q.,, is 
positive semidelinite of corank one and, by [S], there exists a presentation 
A s kQ/Z such that the fundamental group rc,(Q, I) is infinite cyclic. The 
following example shows that the converse implication is not true. Let A be 
the representation-finite algebra given by the quiver Q, 
bound by the ideal Z generated by c$, &, E$. Then rc,(Q, I) is infinite 
cyclic. Also, q,, is positive semidefinite of corank one, with radical subspace 
generated by the vector [ 1 1 1 0 0 - 1 01’. On the other hand, A is not 
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iterated tilted of type a,,,, by [S]. Observe that S;A is a one-point exten- 
sion of a hereditary algebra of type A,,, by an indecomposable regular 
module of regular length two (compare with (3.2)). 
5. APPLICATIONS 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a representation-finite, basic, and connected 
finite dimensional k-algebra. Then A is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin 
type if and only if A is simply connected and q,4 is positive definite. 
Prooj If A is iterated tilted of Dynkin type, then A is simply connected, 
by [l. (3.5)], or [6] and qa is positive definite, by [25, (3.2)]. Conversely, 
let A be a representation-finite simply connected algebra with a positive 
definite quadratic form. In order to show that A is an iterated tilted algebra 
of Dynkin type, it suffices, by (1.3), to show that, for any reflection 
sequence of sinks i,, . . . . i, in the quiver of A, S,: . . S,: A is representation- 
finite. Now, if this is not the case and i,, . . . . i, is a reflection sequence of 
sinks such that for all j< m, SIT . . . ST A is representation-finite but 
B = St .. S,: A is representation-mlinite, it follows from (4.2) that B 
contains a tame concealed algebra C as a full convex subcategory. 
Since qc = gel Koccj is positive semidefinite of corank one, we obtain a 
contradiction to the positive definiteness of q4 m qB. 
Remark. It follows directly from this result that, if A is an iterated tilted 
algebra of Dynkin type and B is a full convex subcategory of A, then B is 
also an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type. This was already shown by 
Happel in [22, (4.2)]. We can now show the analogous result in the 
Euclidean case. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be an iterated algebra of Euclidean type and B 
be a ,full convex subcategory of A. Then B is an iterated tilted algebra of 
Dynkin or Euclidean type. 
Proqf: If A is of type A,,,, it follows from [S, 21 that B is an iterated 
tilted algebra of type A,,, or A,. Thus assume that A is of type 6, or E,. 
If A is representation-finite, then A is simply connected and qa is positive 
semidefinite of corank one. Therefore B is representation-finite and simply 
connected, by (1.4), and qe= qAIK,,:O(B, is either positive definite or positive 
semidelinite of corank one. The conclusion now follows from our main 
result and (5.1). We may thus suppose that A is representation-infinite. 
Then, by (2.2), A is a domestic branch enlargement of a tame concealed 
algebra C, of tubular type nA # (p, q). Moreover, C is the unique full 
convex subcategory of A which is tame concealed and, clearly, a full convex 
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subcategory of A is representation-infinite if and only if it contains C. 
Hence, if B is representation-infinite, then it is a domestic branch enlarge- 
ment of C and consequently, by (2.3), is an iterated tilted algebra of 
Euclidean type. If B is representation-finite, then qe is positive definite 
(because qa is positive semidefinite of corank one and its radical vectors 
are sincere in K,,(C)). We claim that B is simply connected. This is obvious 
if C is either non-Schurian or hereditary of type Ai,, while, if C is Schurian 
and not of type A,,,, this follows from (1.4) and the simple connectedness 
of A. The conclusion now follows from (5.1). 
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